Class 12: More C Stuff, Including a Bit on Make

Held: Friday, February 16, 2007

Summary: Today we continue our exploration of C, grounding our exploration in two examples.

Related Pages:
- EBoard.

Due
- HW4.

Assignments
- HW5.

Notes:
- The readings for Monday are the same as the readings for last Monday (McCarthy’s History of Lisp plus two things by Paul Graham).
- Don’t forget lunch with Atul Gupta today JR25C PDR 224C.
- I’m not thrilled at the number of you who submitted HW after midnight.

Overview:
- Quicksort, continued.
- Representing points.

Quicksort, Continued
- We’ll continue the example from yesterday.
- How did you design the comparator?
- What if we want more than one kind of quicksort in the same program?
- As we start to build more files, how do we keep track of what changes affect what executables?

Representing Points
- We’ll continue the exploration of C using the idea of points from the previous homework.